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12 + 13 NOVEMBER 2021
MSA PERMIT NO:
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CLUB / PROMOTER:
BULLETIN DETAILS:

MSA 16732
2021 SCC LONGMORE RALLY
ALGOA RALLY CLUB
FINAL INSTRUCTIONS

BULLETIN NO: 1
FINAL INSTRUCTIONS
1. Thank you for your entry. All paid entries were accepted.
2.

Changes to the Supplementary Regulations :
Par. 2.7
Senior Officials :
Add Car Zero
Add Sweep car
Update Route Marking / De-Arrowing

Paula Bothma
Willem Bekker
Algoa Rally Club

Par 26

Super Rally - The event will be split in sections as per itinerary.
To start a new section, you MUST depart from Service Exit. Remember to inform the CoC of
your intention to continue under Super Rally rules. Should you not be able to complete 2 sections
on Friday, OR 3 sections on Saturday, you will be classified as DNF

Par 29

Prize Giving
Booking is ESSENTIAL as we need to arrange seating to comply with Covid regulations.
Booking and paying for your Meals for Prize giving must reach us by no later than
Wednesday (10th), Menu's were posted on the info group.

3.

Covid forms :

Please we need these forms asap and not later than Wednesday, 10th, to prepare the
attendance registers. No Attendance forms, No Access to the event.

4.

Weather :

The weather forecast for the forest is unpredictable at best. Prepare accordingly for ALL conditions.

5.

Recce run:

Take note of the following
a.
You have up until Wednesday 17h00 to book to participate in the recce run
b.
Only those who book for the recce will receive an email with the recce schedule which
you will have to print and bring with
c.
You may recce with your rally car or another vehicle
d.
You may start from Gamtoos Ferry Hotel (13h00) or from the PPC Twist stage (13h30).
e.
Don't be late else you will loose the opportunity to recce

6.

Decals :

Ensure that you display the correct class sticker on your car door as well as the windscreen
decal with your reflective car number. This WILL be monitored and failing to comply will result
in a fine of R1000.00.
Decals will be for FREE from Martie in HQ incl reflective car numbers.
REMINDER : only remove the event decal masthead from the permanent windscreen decal.

Please refer to the correct placing / positioning of decals as per Regulations point 10.
7.

Cellphone :

Please ensure that at least one cellphone is switched on in your car (for emergency purposes)

8.

Food :

Please support the Ferry Hotel kitchen before the start of the rally.
You will have to self cater for the service park in Longmore as there will be NO food stalls

9.

Service vans:

Support crew to work on cars on VERGE outside Ferry hotel grounds ONLY as per request.
There will be a single service area for the duration of the event in Longmore.
Ensure you have own adequate light for servicing.

10. Trailers :

Car trailer parking is provided inside the camping grounds, No car trailers in holding area.
We are already sharing the area with the daily boating visitors, so be courteous. See map

11.

Ctrack will be monitoring the cars for your safety. Please ensure you have informed Martie if you
require a power supply as per Info group image sent.
The Ctrack unit has a Panic Button which must be used especially in case of Medic assistance.

CTrack :

12. Travel :

NAME:

We wish everyone traveling from far, a safe journey and we'll see everyone at drivers briefing.

Sam vd Berg
CLERK OF COURSE
LIC NO: 16371 , Grade B

PUBLIC

#

